
order to brin~ the relationship between the parties to its original state as
well as establIshment or re-establishment of the. system that would exist
or wo~/d .have existed if the wrongful act had not been committed. Th~
~ommls~lon, has opted for the purely restitutive concept or restitution in
~lOd ~hlch, aside from being confined to the assessment of a factual
SItuation lO:olves no theoretical reconstruction of what the situation would
have been If the wro~gful act had not been committed. It would have
been observed ~hat this provision clarifies further that restitution in kind
and compensation are susceptible of combined application. To sum
th C " . up

e o~mlsslOn IS of the view that restitution should be limited to
restoration of the status quo ante - which can be clearly det . d. . ermine _
WIthout prejudice to possible compensation for lucrum cessans.

" Co~pensation, the main ~d central remedy resorted to following
an l.nternatlOnally wrongful act ISthe subject matter of draft article 44
Article 44 as adopted stipulates that the injured State is entitled to obt .'
from the S.tate which has committed an internationally wrongful :~~
~ompensatlO.n for the damage caused by that act, if and to the extent that
the damage IS not made good by restitution in kind. To begin with it
need~ t~ be :ecaUed that compensation is not the only mode of reparation
consls~lng In the ~ayment of money - nominal damages or damages
reflectmg the gravity of the infringement are also ofa pecuniary nature.
The latter,. however, perform an afflictive function which is alien to
compensa~lon eve~ th?u?h a measure of retribution is present in any form
of reparatI?n. This dIstinction between payment of moneys by way of
compe~satlOn and payment of money for afflictive purposes is generally
recogmzed.

Paragraph I, as adopted, incorporates three elements in relation
to c~mpensation. These are (i) the concept of entitlement· (ii) the
requIreme~t of a causal link; and (iii) the relationship between'
comp~nsatlOn and restitution in kind. As to the first, like all other
provIs~o.ns on reparation, this provision is couched in terms of entitlement
ofth~ injured State and makes the discharge of the duty of compensation
condItIonal upon a corresponding claim on the parts of the injured State.
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Paragraph 2 ofthe draft article 44 then goes on to provide that.
ompensation covers any economically assessable damage sustained by the

~njured State, and may include interest and, where appropriate, loss of profits.

Draft Article 45 on satisfaction provides that the injured State is
entitled to obtain from the State which has committed an internationally
wrongful act sati faction for the damage, in particular moral damage, caused
by that act, ifand to the extent necessary to provide full reparation. Paragraph
2 then 5 clarifies that satisfaction may take the form of one or more of the
following' (a) an apology; (b) nominal damages; (c) in cases of gross
infiinu:ement ofthe rights of the injured State, damages reflecting the gravity
ofthe~in.fiingement; (d) in cases where the internationally wrongful act arose
from the serious misconduct of officials or from criminal conduct of officials
or private parties, disciplinary action against, or punishment of, those
responsible. Paragraph 3 of the draft article stipulates that the right of the
injured State to obtain satisfaction does not justify demands which impair.
the dignity of the State which has committed the internationally wrongful act.

The term "satisfaction" is employed in a technical international sense
as distinguished from the broader non-technical sense in which it is merely a
synonym for reparation. Although satisfaction has been claimed for various
types of injurious behaviour including insults to the symbols of the State such
as the national flag, violations of sovereignty or territorial integrity, attacks on
ships or aircraft, ill-treatment or attacks against heads of State or Government
or diplomatic or consular representatives or other diplomatically protected
persons and violations of the premises of Embassies or Consulates (as well
as the residences of members offoreign diplomatic missions). Claims for
satisfaction have also been put forward by the State in cases where the
victims of an internationally wrongful act were citizens ofthe foreign State.

Satisfaction is not defined only on the basis of the type of injury with.
regard to which it operates as a specific remedy. It is also identified by the
typical forms it assumes, of which paragraph 2 of draft article 45 provides a
non-exhaustive list, "Apology", mentioned in sub paragraph (a) encompasses
regrets.. excuses, saluting the flag etc. It is mentioned by many writers and
occupies a significant place in international jurisprudence. Examples are the
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"l 'm Alone" and "Rainbow Warrior" cases. In diplomatic practice, insults
to the symbols ofth~ State or Governments, attacks against diplomatic Or
consular,r~presentatlves, or other diplomatically protected agent, or againsi
pnvate Citizens ofa foreign State have often led to apologies or expressions
o~ regret, as have also attacks on diplomatic and consular premises or on
ships. Forms of~tisfaction such as the salute to the flag or expiatory missions
seem t? have disappeared in recent practice. Conversely requests for
apologies or offers therof seem to have incr ased in importance and
frequency

Chapter III of Part Two of the draft articles on Counter Measures
dais with such issues as conditions relating to resort to countermeasures
;oportionalityand prohibited counter measures. The four draft articles

~mprising this part deal with not only the mo~t ~~cult but also controversial
aspect ofthe whole regime of State Responsibility.

The basic notion of countermeasures is the entitlement of the injured
State not to comply with one or more of its obligations towards the wrongdoing
State. The fundamental pre-requisite for any lawful countermeasure -
unilateral reaction - is the existence of an internationally wrongful act infiinging
a right ofthe consequently injured State. An injured State ~hic? resorts to
countermeasures based on its unilateral assessment ofthe situation does so
at its own risk and may incur responsibility for an unlawful act in the event of
an incorrect assessment.

Anot?er form of satisfaction, dealt with in sub paragraph (b) of
paragraph 2, IS that of nominal damages through the pa rnent df"symbolic
sums everal example are to b found in interrHl.tionaljurisprudence.

. Dr~~ Article 46 on Assurances and guarant~€s of non-repitition
entitles the Injured State to obtain, where appropriate, tf-bm the State which
has co~i~ted an international wrongful act assurances or guarantees of
non-repetition of the wrongful act.

The right of an injured State to resort to countermeasures is
circumscribed by the permissible functions or aims to be achieved by such
measures. In practice injured State resorting to countermeasures may seek
the cessation of the wrongful conduct, in the case of a continuing wrongful
act; reparation in a broad sense, inclusive of satisfaction, as well as guarantees
of non-repetition.

The c~nsequences of an intetmUionally rongful act include
~uarantees aga1l1s~its. repetition. Thi particular consequence is however
-=-enera.llydealt WIth 111the framework of satisfaction of other form of
reparation. ~ remedies - whether affiictive or compensatory _are themselves
mO.reor .Iessdirectly useful in v iding repetition of a wrongful act and that
satisfactIOn in particular h h . . ". can ave sue a preventive function, especially 111
two of Its forms namel d m . fl . . . '.

'. ' y a ages re ectmg the gravity of the infringement,
dealt ~Ith ill paragraph 2(c) of'articl draft 45 and disciplinary action azainst,
or PUllishment f ffici I ' t::>o ,0 f fa re pon tble for the wronzful act dealt with in
para~r,aph 2(d) of the same article. Yet assurances a:d zuarantees of non-
repetItion perform" di t d ' t::>,

, <I IS met an autonomous function. Unlike other formsof reparatIOn whi h k
. c see t re tore status quo ante, they are future-oriented.

They thus ha a preventive rather than remedial function. Furthermore,
they pr suppose a risk of repetition of'the wrongful act. Those features
:ake t~em into, a rather exc~~tional remedy, which, should not be

tomatlcal~y available to every injured State, particularly in the.light of the
broad meanmg of that term under Part Two of the draft articles.

The text on countermeasures by an injured State had been
provisionally adopted at the 40th Session. The text of draft article 47 as
adopted at the 48th Session stipulates that as long as the State which has
committed an international wrongful act has not complied with the
provisions of draft articles 41 to 46 (relating to the rights of the injured
State and the oblizations of the State which has committed an internationalt::> ,

wrongful act) the injured State is entitled to take countermeasures. Subject
to the conditions and restrictions set forth in draft articles 48, 49 and 50,
not to comply with its obligations towards that wrongdoing State in order
to induce it to comply with its obligations stipulated in draft articles 41 to
46. Paragraph 2 of the draft article 47, provides that where a
countermeasure against a wrongdoing State involves a breach of an
obligation towards a third State, such a breach cannot be justified as
against that third State.
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In defining the essential elements ofthe notion of countermeasures
draft article 47 circumscribes the entitlement of the injured State to take
countermeasures in 3 respects viz. (i) it requires the failure of the
wron~doin~ State to comply with its objections; (ii) it subjects the injured'
State s entitlement to take countermeasures to the conditions and
restrictions set forth in the draft articles; and (iii) it requires that resort to
countermeasures be necessary "to induce it (the wrongdoing State) to
comply with its obligations."

wrongdoing State - i.e; the State which is the subject of the
countermeasures - may at any time unilaterally su~mit the dispute to an
ar.bitral tribunal to be constituted in accordance with Annex 11.

The entitlement of the injured State to resort to countermeasures
as specified in draft article 47 is subject to certain "conditions
qualifications and exclusion, which are spelt out in the followinz three
articles.': Certain Conditions relating to the settlement ofthe disput: apply
to lawful measures are the subject matter of draft article 48. The basic
requirement that countermeasures must always be proportionate i s
spelt out in draft article 49. Finally, the kinds of conduct that are entirely
excluded from the realm of countermeasures is dealt with in draft article
50.

Draft article 49 lays down the rule of proportionality by stipulating
that a countermeasures "shall not be out of proportion" to the relevant criteria.
It adopts a "negative" formulation, as used, in the Naulilaa and Air Services'
awards, but does not specify the degree of proportionality or the extent to
which a countermeasure might be disproportionate. While the assessment
of the proportionality of a countermeasure must certainly involve
consideration of all elements deemed to be relevant in the specific
circumstances, the use of expressions such as "manifestly disproportionate"
could have the effect of'mtroducing an element of certainty and subjectivity
in the construction and application ofthe principle. A countermeasure which
is disproportionate, no matter what the extent, should be prohibited to avoid
giving the injured State too much leeway that might lead to abuse. The
Commission has opted for a flexible interpretation of the principle of

p~oportionality.

Draft article 48 on the Conditions relating to resort to
Countermeasures stipulates that an injured State shall, prior to taking
counter~easures.' fulfill its obligations to negotiate provided for in the
d~aft articles. It IS further provided that the oblization to neaotiate is
Without pr~judice ~o the taking, by the injured Stat:, of interim ~easures
of ProtectIOn ~hICh otherwise comply with the requirements of this
Chapter and which are n~c~ssary to preserve its legal position pending
the outcome of the negotiatrons provided for in draft article 54.

The rule of proportionality set forth in draft article 49 requires that a
specific countermeasure be proportional first to the degree ofGravit~ ~fthe
wrongful act and second. to the effects of that wrongful act on the iniured= . .
State. The use ofthe word "degree" in the formulation ofthe.first cntenon
indicates that the text encompasses wrongful acts of varying degree of gravity.
It would be insufficient, however, to limit the test of proportionality to a
simple comparison between the countermeasure and the wrongful act be~u~e
the effects of a wrongful act on the injured State are not necessanly m
proportion to the degree of gravity of the wrongful act.

. Thus, Paragraph 2 of draft article 48 makes it clear that existing
trur.d party dispute settlement mechanisms remain in force notwithstandinz
a dlsp~te which has g~ven rise to countermeasures and that the injured
S~ate itself must continue to comply with its obligations in relation to
dlsp.ute settlement. Paragraph 2 of draft article 48 then goes on to refer
to dlspu.te settlement obligations arising under Part Three of the present
?raft articles. Thus reference has particular significance to disputes arising
m t~e con~~x~ of countermeasures since under draft article 56(2) where
a d~spute anses between States Parties to the present articles one of
which has taken countermeasures against the other', the allegedly
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Proportionality is concerned with the relationship between the alleged
wrongful act and the countermeasure. It is not to be measured, on the baSIS
of the aptness of the reaction to attain a particular aim. The purpo.se ~f
countermeasures, namely to induce the wrongdoing State to comply With ItS
obligations under draft articles 41 to 46 could be of relevance in deciding·
whether and to what extent a countermeasure is lawful. That issue, however,
is different from that of proportionality.
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An injured State is precluded from resorting to certain types of
conduct by way. of countermeasures. The notion of prohibited
cou~te~measures IS the result of the continuing validity of certain general
restQctlOns.on th.efreedom of States notwithstanding the special character
of the relationship between the injured State and the wrongdoing State.
Subparagraphs (~) to (c) of draft article 50 identify the broad area
:v?ere no~-~omphan~e with a~plicable norms by way of countermeasure:
ISImp.e~rrussibleand ~Ircumscnbe the limitations on the measures available
to an InJ~r~dState with respect to each of these areas. Although some of
the prohibited countermeasures addressed in subparagraphs (a) to (d)
are cove~ed by peremptory norms referred to in subparagraph (e) it
:vas considered pref~rable to deal with them separately in view of ;he
Importance. a~~Ulred, In particular, in contemporary international society
by the prohibition of the use of force and the protection of human rights.

The prohi?ition of the threat or use of force by way of
counter~easures IS set foth in subparagraph (a). This prohibition is
defined In terms of a general reference to the Charter Th C ... . e ommiSSIon
wasof the VIewthat a specific reference to Article 2. paragraph 4 would
not acc~rately reflect the scope of the prohibition of the threat or use of
for~e SInce.the Charter pe~mits the use of force as authorized by the
United. Nations as well as In the exercise of the right of individual or
collective selfdefence. The Commission opted for a general reference
to t~e. ~ha~ter as .one source, but not the exclusive source of the
~ro~bItlon In ques~lOnwhich is also part of general international 'law and
as een c~aractenzed by the International Court of Justice as a norm of

customary International law.

.. Subparagraph (b) of draft article 50 restricts the extent to which
an Injured State .may resort to economic or political coercion by way of
countermeasures A .. great variety of forms of economic or political
measures are frequently resorted to and are considered admissible as
counter meas ..h . ures against mternationally wrongful acts. Their admissibility
owe:~r, It not totally exempt from restriction since extreme economi~

~ POlihtlcalmeasures may have consequences as serious as those arising
om t e use of armed force.

subparagraph (c) limits the extent to which an injured State may
resort, by way of countermeasures, to conduct that is contrary to
diplomatic or consular law While an injured State may resort to
countermeasures affecting its diplomatic relations with the wrongdoing
tate, including declarations of persona non grata, the termination or

suspension of diplomatic relations and the recalling of ambassadors, not
all forms of countermeasures relating to diplomatic law or affecting
diplomatic relations are considered unlawful.

subparagraph (d) of draft article 50 prohibits the resort, by way
of countermeasures, to conduct in derogation from basic human
rights. This prohibition is dictated by fundamental humanitarian

considerations.

subparagraph (e) of draft article 50 concerns the general
restriCtion on the right of an injured State to resort to countermeasures
resulting from the legal necessity to comply with a peremptory norm of
international Law. The Commission has implicitlyrecognized the existence
of this restriction in Part One, firstly, by including among the
circumstances precluding wrongfilness the fact that "the act constitutes a
measures legitimate under international law .,. in consequence of an'
internationally wrongful act" (article 30); secondly, when it stressed the
inviolability of peremptory norms even when there is the consent of the
State favour of which the infringed obligation exists (article 29, paragraph
2)~and thirdly, in case of State of necessity (article 33, paragraph 2(a)).
This is consistent with the VIennaConvention on the Law of Treaties which
recognized the unique character of a peremptory norm as "a norm accepted
and recognized by the international community of States as a whole as a
norm from which no derogation is permitted."

Finally, Chapter IV of Part Two of the draft articles entitled
"International Crimes" address such vital issues as the consequences of
an international crime; specific consequences; and obligations for all

States.

Draft article 51 on Consequences of an international crime
is essentially a chapeau to Chapter IV as it stipulates that an international
crime entails aJlthe legal consequences of any other international wrongful
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2(c) of draft article 45 would, however, remain so ~hat a clai~ for
damages would have to be proportionate to the gravity of the cnme.

Draft article 53 on obligations for all States entails both negative
and positive "obligations on all States. In the former category ~s.set ou~
is' sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) and the obligat~ons ofnon-recogrutIOn a~

bligation from assisting the wrongdomg States. Subparagraphs
non 0 . . bli .
(c) d (d) of draft article 53 incorporate the posrtive 0 IgatIOns to
c an . bli d

rate with other States "in carrying out their 0 IgatIOns un er
coope .

b aragraphs (a) and (b)' and "in the application of measures designed
su p f ,"
to eliminate the consequences 0 the cnme.

act and such further consequences are set out in draft articles 52 and )3
The addit.ional consequences relate to (i) the relationship between th~
wrong doing State and each injured State; and (ii) the minimum collective
consequences.

Draft article 52 addressed to specific consequences provides
that an injured States entitlement to obtain restitution in kind or to.obtain
satisfaction is not subject to limitations or restrictions set out in the relevant
provision,s of dra~t articles 43 (restitution in kind) and 45 (satisfaction)
where an internationally wrongful act ofa State is an international crime.
The Commission,believes that the two limitations on the entitlement of
an injured State obtain restitution in kind ought not to apply in the case
ofa crime.

In as much as the involvement of all States is believed to reflect
the interest of all States in the prevention and suppres~ion of all
international crimes which by definition impair fundamental Inter~sts of
the international community the obligations imposed by draft article 53
rest on the assumption of international solidarity in the face of an

International crime.

It may be recalled that draft article 43( c) limits the entitlement to
restitution where the wrong doing State can show that to grant restitution
- as contradistinguished from compensation would impose on the Wron
?~ing State ~ burden disproportionate to the benefit secured by th~
I~J~re~ State In obtaing restitution. The Commission believes that this
limitation ought to be removed in the case ofa crime. In the opinion of
the Commission restitution is "essentially the restoration of the lezal

, , ,. I:>
situation as It existed to prior to the Wrogful act" and a wrongdoing
State ought never to be able to retain the fruits of its crime or benefit
from a ,:",ron~doing that is criminal, however painful or burdensome
re~t~ra~lO~ might be". It was empasized in this regard that in removing,
this limitation the Commission was not eliminating proportionality which
pervades the general field of remedies.

Part Three: Settlement of Disputes

It will be recalled that the former Special Rapporteur Mr. Roberto
Ago in his fiftb' report presented in 1984 had submitted that :he
Commission should give its consideration at an early stage to the possl~le
content of Part Three ofthe draft articles concerning "ImplementatlOn
of State Responsibility" would influence the way in which Part Two would
be elaborated. He had expressed doubts as to whether States w~uld be
willinz to accept the rules elaborated in Part One of the draft articles as
bindin~ upon them if there were no guarantees for an imparti~l assessment
of the facts and the interpretation or application of the pnmary rules.
Several members of the Commission had stressed the link between P~rts
Two 'and Three and emphasized the relevance of "Implementatl~n
provisions" in the elaboration of Part 2 ofthe draft articles or at least In

respect of some of the articles.

During its 47th Session the Commission adopted a set of7 draft
articles andtwo annex thereto. The seven draft articles and the Annex

, ,T.he second limitation set out in dratf article 43(a) excludes
,restltutlOn where this would seriously jeopardize the political
mdepen~anc~ or economic stability' of the wrongdoing State. The
comrmssion didnot believe it to be a valid reason for defining restitution
when the wrongdoing State is required to give-up the result of a crime.

cc- ' Apro~o~ the exclusion of demands of satisfaction which would
imparr th~ d~gmty of the ~rongdoing State" set out in draft article 45(3)

the Commission took the view that by reason of its crime the wrongdoing
State had itselfforfeited its dignity. It noted that the limitation in paragraph
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are addressed to the Settlement of Disputes and now form Part Three
of the proposed instrument on State Responsibility. It may be recalled
that the present Special Rapporteur, Mr. Arangio Ruiz, had in his fifth
report presented to the ILC at its 45th Session proposed general
cornpromissory clauses" of the future convention on State Responsibility.
The settlement obligation procedures proposed, it was then stated, would
complement, supersede or tighten up any obligations otherwise existing
between the insured State and the wrongdoing state in any given case of an
alleged breach of international law. The proposed draft articles had envisaged
a three-step third party dispute settlement procedure which would come
into play after a countermeasure had,been resorted to by an injured State
and a dispute had arisen with regard to its Justification and lawflilness. The
three steps of the dispute settlement procedure then proposed were
conciliation, arbitration and judicial settlement. Subsequently, the Drafting
Committee added Negotiation and Good Offices and Mediation to the dispute
settlement procedure proposed by the Special Rapporteur.

Draft Article 54 on Negotiation stipulated that in the event of a dis ute,
regarding the interpretation or application of the present articles" arising
between two or more States, they shall upon the request of any of them to
seek to settle it amicably by negotiation. It may be stated that negotiation is
a flexible means of peaceflil settlement of dispute and can be applied to all
kinds of disputes whether political, legal or technical. In the present instance
the recourse to negotiations is restricted somewhat to the interpretation and
application by the proposed articles to state responsibility. egotiation has
the ~dvantage t.hat it involves only the parties to the displite and they can
monitor the entire phase of the process from its initiation to its conclusion
and cond~ct them in the fashion they deem to be most appropriate. A
number of mtemational instruments including the Antarctic Treaty, 1959, the
Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the moon and other celestial
Bodies, 1979, the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 1982
and the Vieiina Convention on the Law of Treaties Between States and
International Organizations and/or Between International Organizations 1986
place on the States Parties thereto an obligation to carry out negotiations,
consultations or exchange of views whenever a controversy arises in
connection with the treaty concerned.
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Draft Article 55 on Good Offices and Mediation envisages the role
[the third State and provides that any other S~ate Par:~ ~o ~he present

o b . arty to the dispute may upon Its own imtiatrve or at the
articles not emg a p .

f Yparty to dispute tender its good offices or offer to mediate
quest 0 an . f dre . t f:acilitatinu an amicable settlement of the dispute. As or goo
'ith a view 0 ;:, f h Ch

\II' . by stated that although Article 33 paragraph lot e arter
offices It may . d ffi

U it d ations does not specifically mentlOned goo 0 Ices as a
ofthe me. I' th P fuleans of pacific settlement of disputes the Manila Dee aration on e eace
rn I t oflnternational. Disputes, 1982 placed good offices on an equal
Sett ~men'th the other peaceful methods enumerated in Article 33 of the
footmg WI
Charter.

D ft Article 56 on Conciliation is in essence based on the
formul:~ion proposed by the Rapporteur Mr. Ru.iz in hi.s fifth repor~.
The draft article as adopted by the Drafting CommIttee stl,pulates that If
three months after the first request for nego,tia~ions, .the dispute has not
been settled by agreement and no mode of binding t~l~d party sett~~m~nt
has been instituted any party to the dispute may submit It to the conciliation
in conformity with the procedure set ou~ i~ th~ ~nnex. It woul? ~ave
been observed that the conciliation provrsion ISImk,e? t? negotlatlOns
and the latter are a precondition for initiating conclllatlOn. It ~.ay. be
stated that Article 1 of the Annex to the draft articles (The Con~I~I~tlO,n
Commission) of Part Three ofthe articles ~n State Responslblhty IS
addressed to the issue relating to the appoilltment of a five member
conciliation commission, its rules of procedure, method of work, and

decision making.

Draft article 57 enunciates the Task of the Conciliati?n
Commission including the elucidation ofthe question in dispute and WIth

, ion b ofthat objective the collection of all necessary Illforma~lOn Yme~ns
inquiry or otherwise and to endeavour to bring the parties to the dispute

to settlements,

Draft article 58 on Arbitration is based on the proposal a~~anced
by the Special Rapporteur in his fifth report and provides that taning the
establishment ofthe conciliation commission or failing an agreed settl~ment
within six months following the report ofthe Commission t~e pa~les to
the dispute may by agreement submit the dispute to an arbitral rribunal .
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to be constituted in conformity with the annex. Article 2 of the Annex 11
on the Arbitral Tribunal provides for the establishment ofa five member
arbitral tribunal, its rules of procedure, decision making and related matters.

Draft Article 58 must be read together with draft article 59 which
deals with the Terms of Reference of the Tribunal viz., to decide with binding
effect any issues·of fact or law which may be in dispute between the parties.
Thetribunal is to submit its decision to the parties within six months from the
date of completion of parties written and oral pleadings and submission.

II. DRAFT CODE OF CRIMES AGAINST THE PEACE AND
SECURITY OF MANKIND

Introduction

The Commission adopted 20 articles on the Draft Code of Crimes
against the Peace and Security of Mankind ('Draft Code' hereinafter) upon

. the completion of second reading. The adopted Draft Code is in two parts.
P~rt 1deals with General Provisions which inter alia outline the Scope and.
Application, Individual Responsibility, Punishment, Responsibility of the
Superior, Establishment ofJurisdiction, Obligation to extradite or prosecute,
Judicial guarantees, non bis in idem and non-retroactivity. Part 11,on the'
other hand, deals with the substantive aspects i.e. the definitions of crimes
against the peace and security of mankind. The following crimes have been
defined in the Draft Code: (a) Crime of Aggression; (b)Crime of Genocide;
(c) Crimes against Humanity; (d) Crimes against UN and Associated
Personnel; and (e) War Crimes.

Finally, draft article 60 provides that where the Validity of an Arbitral
Award is challenged by a party to the dispute and if within 3 months the date
of the award the parties have not agreed on tribunal, the IC] is competent to
confirm the validity of the award or declare its total or partial nullity. It is
also provided that the issue or dispute left unresolved by the nullification of
the award at the request of any party be submitted to a new arbitration in
conformity with Annex II of the draft articles.

The Drafting Committee on second reading of the Draft Code held
23 meetings beginning from 7 May 1996. The Drafting Committee', it may
be recalled, had provisionally completed last year the second reading of
articles 1, 2, 4 to 6 bis, 8 to 13,15 and 19. Furthermore, it may also be
recalled that the Il.C had taken no action on these articles, instead it sought
to defer its consideration to the present Session. However, while introducing.
the Drafting Committee's Report in the last Session, the then Chairman (Mr.
Yankov) had indicated that the report was of a tentative character and that
some of the articles provisionally adopted at that time might need to be'
looked at again or modified in the light of the definition of crimes. Accordingly,
the Drafting Committee in the course of the second reading of the draft
provisions modified the text of some ofthe articles as adopted in 1995.
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J The Drafting Committee on the Draft Code of Crimes Against the Peace and Security
of Mankind comprised:- Mr. Doudou Thiam (Special Rapporteur). Mr. Eiriksson. Mr.
Nabil Elaraby, Mr. SalifouFomba, Mr. Qizhi He, Mr. Mochtar Kusum-Atmadja, Mr.
Vaclav Mikulka. Mr. Robert Rosenstock, Mr. John de Saram, Mr. Alberto Szekely, Mr.
Christian Tomuschat, Mr. Chusei Yamada, Mr. Alexander Yankov, and Mr. Igaor
Ivanovich Iukashuk.
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